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Abstract—The increasing complexity of software and IT systems creates the necessity for research on technologies addressing
current key security challenges. To meet security requirements
in IT infrastructures, a security engineering process has to be
established. One crucial factor contributing to a higher level of
security is the reliable detection of security vulnerabilities during
security tests. In the presented approach, we observe the behavior
of the system under test and introduce machine learning methods
based on derived behavior metrics. This is a generic method
for different test targets which improves the accuracy of the
security test result of an automated security testing approach.
Reliable automated determination of security failures in security
test results increases the security quality of the tested software
and avoids costly manual validation.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Security tests are an important aspect for improving robustness and security of systems within a security engineering process. To increase security testing efficiency and
effectiveness, automation of such tests is required. A main
aspect in automated security testing is the accurate automated
determination of security failures.
Security failures are defined by Thompson [1] as non
specified side effects of the software, which are unknown,
hidden functions in the system. To minimize the risk of security
vulnerabilities, security tests aim to uncover these hidden
functions by the usage of unspecified inputs for the system.
Successfully detecting and correctly determining such side
effects is the main goal in a security testing process.
A good indication of the quality of an automated security
test approach is the number of wrongly detected errors. These
fall into the category of either false-negative or false-positive
security test results. False-negative results are defined as errors
which are not detected by the security test. In contrast, falsepositive results arise when the testing approach reports an
error which is, in fact, no error. The aim of an automated
testing approach is to increase the efficiency of error detection
and to, thereby, reduce the amount of resources required. A
high number of false-positives renders an automated testing
approach non applicable, as all detected errors would have to
be analyzed manually. A possible solution to this problem is

to have the security testing program learn the system behavior
and use a suitable decision algorithm to limit the number of
false-positives to a minimum.
In this work we present the automated generation of a
system behavior model. Our security testing approach analyzes
the behavior of the System Under Test (SUT) by observing its
behavior during functional test cases. With repeatedly executing functional test cases and extracting behavior metrics of the
SUT the security testing approach can automatically generate
the behavior model of the system. Based on these training
cycles, the security testing approach learns the “normal” behavior of the SUT. It then executes security test cases and
monitors the response metrics. By analyzing the divergence to
the normal system behavior it is able to expose unexpected
behavior, and, thereby, possible security vulnerabilities. The
behavior of a SUT can be monitored via various interfaces to
further improve the detection of errors.
Many security test approaches base the determination of
a security error solely on the detection of application crashes.
Application crashes are one important aspect; however, detecting security issues is more complex. Software failures can have
numerous effects that are not as obvious but can, nevertheless,
be dangerous, e.g., high CPU load, returning incorrect output,
allowing privileged access, etc. With intensive monitoring of a
number of different behavior metrics it is possible to detect
various security errors, leading to a thorough security test
result.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II lists related work. Section III introduces the definition
of the used system behavior model and gives details about
the used learning approach to automatically build the system
behavior model. The architecture of an implemented prototype
is presented in Section IV. Section V discusses results of the
approach applied to a benchmark for security testing tools and
an open source software as SUT. The paper finishes with a
conclusion and ideas for future work in Section VI.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Miller et al. [2], [3] introduced fuzzing as a black-box
vulnerability detection method by fault injection. Nowadays,
fuzzing has become a widely used method to test software robustness and security of different applications [4], [5]. During

the fuzzing process random values and simulated attacks are
used as program inputs to trigger unexpected behavior of the
SUT [6].
Reliable error detection in automated security tests is an
important aspect of a thorough test process. Various possible
behavior aspects can be monitored for such security tests to
automatically detect security errors. Monitoring the Graphical
User Interface (GUI) is shown by Tuglular et al. [7]. Antunes
and Vieira [8] presented an approach for monitoring the SUT
during penetration tests to detect injection vulnerabilities. The
latter also showed increased error detection in the software
with additional monitoring compared to tools which are only
monitoring the response of the software.
Song et al. [9] presented an approach for monitoring and
analyzing network traffic. Another solution is using proxy
approaches to intercept network connections, e.g., for database
connections to detect SQL Injection attacks [10], [8]. This
could also be applied for other injection attacks, e.g., Uniform
Resource Locator (URL) injection. Another important metric
is the response behavior of the SUT. Martin [11] monitors the
response of web services and Taber et al. [12] monitor the
response of Voice over IP (VoIP) applications during security
test execution.
Wang et al. [13] worked on a list of key network attributes
for intrusion detection. The results can also be applied as
attributes for error detection during security test execution.
Network monitoring is also a possible solution for security
testing SUTs with many connected components. However, one
problem of network monitoring is the use of encryption.
Steinbacher et al. [14] used system load metrics for analyzing Quality of Service (QoS) aspects of a SUT during
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. The difference to the approach proposed in this work is that during
performance- and load-tests many requests will be sent and
only the load state during the whole test execution (based on
many single requests) of the system is relevant. Additionally,
the measured metrics are often not automatically processed
to get the final test result. In automated security tests single
requests are measured and automated analysis is used for error
determination.
The shown references often focus on solutions for specific
protocols or attacks, e.g., focus on injection vulnerabilities
of web services [8], for network traffic [9] or monitored for
application crashes [2]. Different applications have different
behavior and output based on their functionality. For example,
a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) server behaves differently
than a HTTP server. A generic approach to detect security
errors for different applications requires support for monitoring
and a combination of different captured behavior aspects of
the SUT. The approach introduced in this paper supports the
combination of several monitors in one application. This allows
a generic analysis of the test execution independent of the
specific protocol or SUT.
Modeling and learning behavior of components for various
use cases in IT security are available in the literature. Kiziloren
and Germen [15] introduce a network monitoring approach
using Self Organizing Maps (SOM) to detect and classify
network based behavior. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are
used to detect attacks on systems and log/alert the incidents.

In contrast, Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) are used to
prevent attacks in addition to detecting them. Such systems
often use artificial intelligence and machine learning concepts
to learn the normal system behavior and to detect abnormal
behavior during runtime. E.g., Jalil et al. [16] compare various
algorithms for the usage with IDS, Bao et al. [17] use a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm and Gosh and
Schwartzbard [18] use neural networks. Linda et al. [19] show
monitoring of network timing behavior which is used within
an IDS to detect suspicious network traffic. Some of these
identification approaches used in other security research areas
can also be applied to automated error detection during security
test execution.
Behavior based classification is also used in the malware
analysis area. Often, suspicious software is further analyzed
if it shows a similar behavior to already known malware.
Machine learning and classification approaches are used for
analysis, e.g., Firdausi et al. [20] analyzed various classification algorithms for the use in malware analysis, Rieck et al.
[21] presented an approach based on SVM and Gavrilut et al.
[22] used the perceptron algorithm for classification.
Firdausi et al. [20] and Rieck et al. [21] provided a
behavior based approach by collecting syscalls and building
call graphs of the application. This would be a possible way
for security tests if sufficient access to the SUT is available,
e.g., during component tests. However, for system tests, often
only the interfaces of the SUT are accessible and no access
to the actual operating environment for tracing the syscalls is
possible.
III.

D EFINITION OF A S YSTEM B EHAVIOR M ODEL FOR
S ECURITY T ESTS

The system behavior model in our approach is based on
a set of behavior metrics of the SUT. By using learning
cases based on functional test cases the “normal” behavior
of the SUT is captured during the execution of the learning
cases. In our approach, the set of all captured and extracted
values for the metrics build the system behavior model. It
can be used during the security test execution as a reference
for determining unexpected behavior, and, therefore, security
failures.
A. Concept for Building the System Behavior Model
Security failures are defined by Thompson [1], as unknown
and unexpected behavior of the SUT. Figure 1 shows the
difference between the specified and implemented software.
For functional tests the specified expected behavior of the
system is known and can be analyzed more easily. Using
positive/negative functional test cases and comparison to the
specified functionality, functional errors can be identified. Such
errors are not or incorrectly implemented features.
Security tests have to discover side effects in the system
that are not specified. To detect side effects and unexpected
behavior the expected, normal behavior has to be known.
Functional tests should cover the defined requirements of the
software and, therefore, the expected behavior of the system.
In the presented approach the normal behavior is determined
by using both positive and negative functional test cases as
learning samples.

During the security test execution, the single metrics are
collected after each executed security test case and a measurable form is derived. The measurable form is combined as a
vector tj ∈ Rn where j is the index of the security test case.
The vector tj represents the specific system behavior under
security test case j.
C. Learning and Test Determination Approach

Fig. 1. Definition of the normal behavior and side effects of software systems
based on Thompson [1]

The proposed model is based on a set of individually
measured behavior metrics of the system and the relationship
between them. The first step is to install sensors around the
SUT to monitor the behavior of the system, using different
available interfaces of the SUT, and derive measurable metrics.
The kind of sensors used, often depends on the current test
stage of the software development life cycle. During component tests most of the time direct access to the SUT is
available which allows white-box monitoring approaches. This
means, for example, the possibility to monitor the CPU load,
memory usage of the application and the system, coverage
of the application, syscall graphs, etc. During system tests,
often no access to the host is available and, therefore, other
methods to monitor the SUT are required. In such cases it may
be possible to analyze the network traffic, timing behavior,
message sizes, etc.
B. Representation of the System Behavior Model
For the representation of the system behavior model it is
necessary to combine the individually derived behavior metrics
to one model which can be used during security test execution
for the determination of unexpected behavior. The form used
for captured behavior depends on the interface. Regardless of
the captured behavior of the interface, as a result a numeric
representation for the metric is required for our approach. This
is used for further processing and deriving one final result. For
example, analyzing a log file for abnormal behavior requires
a deduction from the textual representation of the observed
behavior to a measurable metric, e.g., counting the occurrence
of various critical keywords. Similar processing is required
for system load behavior, e.g., CPU load, which represents
the load during the test execution. Representative metrics have
to be extracted from the observation of the CPU load, for
example, min/max/average of the load during execution of the
security test case.
In the presented approach the system behavior model is a
set M of behavior metric vectors xi :
M := {xi |xi ∈ Rn , i = 1, 2, . . . l}

(1)

where n is the number of behavior metrics derived from the
captured system behavior for the specific system and l is the
number of learning cases used to build the system behavior
model.

Machine learning in general can be separated into two
major learning settings. In supervised learning, a training set
is available and, therefore, the result of executing the system
with the given parameters is known. In unsupervised learning,
only the input parameters are available but the result is not
known and has to be learned [23].
Since the exact outcome of test cases to classify the
training set is not defined we use unsupervised learning. For
the approach presented in this paper we used a SOM, which
is one unsupervised learning method. In principle, a SOM
is an artificial neural network that maps a possible highdimensional input, in our approach the behavior metrics, to
a two dimensional array of neurons. The system behavior
model and the extraction of behavior metrics are generic and
can also be used with other machine learning methods. As
a possible future work, machine learning algorithms have to
be evaluated to discern the most suitable algorithm for the
presented problem.
The SUT is defined as a function f as bi = f (pi ). The
result of the function f is the captured behavior bi of the
system for the learning case pi . Further, a function xi = g(bi )
is required which converts the captured behavior bi to a
measurable form as vector xi for the learning case pi .
The SOM will be trained by capturing the single metrics
of the SUT behavior, triggered by using a set L of learning
cases pi as input without attacking the SUT which is defined
as:
L := {pi |i = 1, 2, . . . l}

(2)

Testing the software f is defined as cj = f (qj ) where qj
is the input test data for the SUT. cj is the specific behavior
of the SUT for the test data qj and the measurable form tj
is determined by tj = g(cj ). Determining the test result by
deciding if the result is a possible security failure, is done by
mapping the metrics vector tj of the test case to the trained
SOM.
The SOM is based on a set of m neurons which are
represented as weight vectors wk . It is defined as:
W := {wk |wk ∈ Rn , k = 1, 2, . . . m}

(3)

The dimension n of the weight vector is given by the number of
metrics which are used as input vector to the SOM. A distance
function is required to calculate the matching neuron which is
given by d(x, y). For the presented proof of concept we used
the Euclidean distance metric.
The learning algorithm is based on the following steps
adapted from [24]:
Step 1: Initially, all neurons are assigned random values,
preferably from the domain of the input samples.

Step 2: Following is a search for the winning neuron wk
by finding the position of the neuron with the shortest
distance to behavior metric xi used for training. When
the input vector is applied to the SOM, the competitive
learning rule dictates that only one neuron can be active,
winning the competition. The winning neuron is also
called the image of the input behavior metric vector xi
on the SOM array and is defined as the neuron whose
weight vector lies closest to xi , determined by:
k = argmin{d(xi , wk )}, k = 1, 2, . . . m

(4)

k

Step 3: The winning neuron and its geometric neighborhoods
are stimulated by the input behavior metric vector xi . By
adapting the synaptic weight vectors of the neighborhoods
the distance to the input behavior metric vector will
be reduced. This continued shifting of positions of the
neurons by adapting the weight vectors leads to a global
ordering.
During one learning iteration Step 2 and Step 3 are
performed for each training vector. For the learning process
of a SOM multiple iterations are used.

The security testing framework contains the test execution
controller as central component to manage the learning and
security test execution. The two engines for the learning cases
and security test cases prepare the messages with the test data.
The learning and determination components are responsible for
building of the system behavior model and the determination
of security failures by using the model. For our approach
we allow multiple analyzers to capture system behavior and
convert the captured behavior to a measurable metric. Each
analyzer contains a module for behavior capturing and a
module for metric deduction based on the captured behavior.
To combine the single measured values from the analyzers,
the analyze manager is used. It collects the results of all analyzers and performs the learning and clustering. The manager
triggers the single analyzer before and after the execution of
the security test/learning case. Before the security test/learning
case the analyzers are informed, that they should start capturing
the system behavior. After the security test/learning case the
analyze manager collects the determined metrics tj for the
security test cases and xi for learning cases from the single
analyzers.

For the security test case the behavior test vector tj is used
to find the winning neuron wk as shown in Step 2. This neuron
is also called Best Matching Unit (BMU).
As result of a security test case two distinct outcomes
are possible: security failure and no security failure. In our
approach all learning cases per definition do not trigger a
security failure of the system. They are based on the functional
specification and are covered in a functional test phase during
the software development life cycle. We used an algorithm to
cluster the behavior metrics within the SOM to define similar
results. If learned behavior is located within the cluster it is
defined as no security error, otherwise as security error. As
algorithm in the proof of concept we used k-Means clustering.
In future work, evaluation of different clustering methods is of
interest.
IV.

A RCHITECTURE FOR AUTOMATED E RROR
D ETECTION

The architecture of the presented approach with the monitoring and analyzing engine is based on three main levels.
The first level is the measurement of a single system behavior
and a deduction to a metric as measurable form. The second
is the combination of several individual behavior metrics to a
behavior model. The third is the usage of the behavior model
during security test execution to detect unexpected behavior.
The following subsections will explain the architecture in more
detail.
A. Architecture Overview
Figure 2 shows a simplified architecture of the components
of the security test system and the SUT. At the bottom of
the figure the SUT is depicted. The SUT contains various
components which communicate with internal communication
interfaces. Additionally, the SUT communicates with external
components which are not part of the test target, the user
interface, operating system and the underlying hardware.

Fig. 2. Architecture for learning system behavior and determining security
failures

B. Transformation of Monitoring Information to Measurable
Metrics
Installing and connecting the analyzers is required before
learning and security test execution. Depending on the test
stage and the available access to the SUT different aspects
can be monitored. If enough access rights are available during
test execution, debuggers can be attached to the SUT to
monitor application internals. Often, virtualization is used in
system architectures. Virtualization provides additional monitoring possibilities of the encapsulated virtualized system, e.g.,
extending the Java Virtual Machine allows monitoring access

to system components via the Java security manager. If the
SUT has a GUI, the GUI is one more example of a possible
interface to monitor.
For capturing information about the system, approaches
from the literature can be used. Willems et al. [25] present
several monitoring aspects for malware analysis used in
cwsandbox which can also be used for monitoring the SUT for
security tests. Bossert et al. [26] use a monitoring approach
for reverse engineering of application protocols. The presented
usage of monitoring communication channels can be applied
for security tests. More literature on capturing the behavior of
a system is presented in Section II.
After monitoring the SUT behavior the metrics have to
be converted in a measurable form. Using aspects from the
representational theory of measurement the measurable metrics
are derived. For the processing the five types of measurement
scales have to be considered which are nominal, ordinal,
interval, ratio and absolute [27].
A nominal scale is an unordered set of categories and the
captured behavior belongs to one of the categories. An ordered
nominal scale is called ordinal scale. This scale allows to
apply comparisons such as a is greater than b. For nominal
and ordinal scales no further arithmetic operations such as
addition or subtraction are possible. The interval scale is an
ordinal scale with consistent intervals between the points on
the scale. Arithmetic operations addition and subtraction are
possible for interval scales but not multiplication and division.
Using constant intervals for an interval scale will lead to a ratio
scale. For ratio scale all arithmetic operations are valid. This
is also the case for the absolute scale. The absolute scale is a
ratio scale but with the count of the number of occurrences.
Based on the values derived using the measurement scales
further processing might be required. The reason the allowed
arithmetic operations are important is because different further
calculations of statistical properties are allowed for different
measurement scales.
Mean, median and mode are used for central tendency
statistics in data sets for a single metric. All three are allowed
for interval, ratio and absolute scales. For ordinal scales only
mode and median are valid whereas for nominal scale only the
calculation of the mode is meaningful.
In our approach statistical methods for the measurement of
central tendency and variability of the derived set of numeric
values are used. This paragraph describes – based on examples
– the usage of the mentioned measurement scales and statistical
methods. For metrics based on the CPU usage of the SUT we
use an absolute scale and a range measure of variability to
detect the difference between highest and lowest CPU usage
within the execution of one test case. For monitoring a crash of
the system, e.g., the SUT does not answer anymore, a nominal
scale with the categories system crash and no system crash is
used. No further statistical methods are applied.
C. Security Test Cases: Automated Decision of Security Failures
Determination of test results in functional testing is often
defined beforehand, because the expected result is known and
the current result has to match the specified expected result

exactly. The output of functional testing is a decision of
pass/fail of the test case. For security tests, determination is
often based on probabilities because the exact representation
of the expected result is not known. For some software failures
the detection is possible with a high probability, e.g., a crash
of an application during security testing indicates a software
failure.
The proposed approach uses the learned behavior model for
the decision, whether a security test case is a security failure
or not. For this, different metrics during security test execution
are captured, converted to a measurable form and compared
to the results represented in the learned model as described in
Section III-C. If a similarity can be detected the current test
case is interpreted as “normal behavior”. If no similarity is
detected, the test case is defined as unexpected behavior and,
therefore, a possible security failure.
D. Prototype Implementation
As a prototype implementation the approach was integrated
into an existing security testing framework1. The components
test execution controller and security test engine of Figure 2
are available and reused from the security testing framework
to generate and send security test cases with simulated attacks
to the SUT for triggering unexpected behavior of the SUT.
In the security testing framework each single analyzer
decides if the current test case is a security failure or not.
This often leads to false-positive results. We extended the
framework with an analyze manager to combine the single
analyzer results to one system behavior model based on the
introduced learning approach. With the single analyzers we
captured the behavior of the SUT. We implemented the metric
deduction module for each analyzer to deduce behavior metrics
from the captured behavior. The behavior metrics are used by
the analyze manager during the learning cycle to generate the
system behavior model.
For each security test case the analyze manager uses the
learned system behavior model and the behavior of the SUT
during execution of the security test case (deduced behavior
metrics of the system behavior) to determine if the security
test case leads to a security failure or not.
The learning engine was implemented using the introduced
learning approach. For the generation of functional test cases
different sources can be reused, e.g., available functional
test cases, or specific learning cases are generated based on
available interface specifications. As SOM implementation for
learning and usage during security test execution of the system
behavior model we integrated the Java SOMToolbox2 into the
security testing framework.
E. Observing System Under Test Behavior
Following is a list of analyzers used for the security test
execution presented in Section V to observe system behavior:
Response time analyzer: Measuring the response time that
was needed for the request to be handled by the SUT.
1 http://security.inso.tuwien.ac.at/esse-projects/fuzzolution/
2 http://www.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/dm/somtoolbox/

This means increased processing time from the simulated
attack request can be detected.
Response size analyzer: This analyzer uses the size of the
response which can yield some information about unexpected responses if the returned response differs from the
normal behavior.
Response message analyzer: The response message analyzer
uses the text within the response for further processing.
It checks the content of the response for suspicious
strings, e.g., error messages. To make decisions about
captured text behavior, a metric has to be derived. In our
prototype we used the simple approach of counting the
occurrence of predefined keywords in the response. Example keywords used for the security test execution are:
”Exception”, ”bad”, ”missing”, ”fatal” or ”segmentation
fault”.
Response classification analyzer: The response classification analyzer is based on methods of the field of information retrieval. It uses text indexing to build an index
of the response data during the learning phase. In the
testing phase it starts a query on the index for every test
case by comparing the response data to the existing data.
By deducing a similarity metric from this comparison,
it can tell whether the current response is similar to a
learned and known response or not. The advantage of this
method is that the metric is deduced from the content of
the response. Two responses with the same length can get
assigned a different value from this analyzer.
Crash analyzer: The crash analyzer checks if a crash of the
SUT occurred by trying to establish a connection to the
SUT. The analyzer of the implemented prototype performs a full TCP handshake using ports of the SUT. The
analyzer returns a boolean value, thus if the handshake is
successful, the system is regarded as “up”, otherwise the
system is considered to have “crashed”.
Keywords in log file analyzer: An analyzer can be used to
inspect the log files of the SUT and determine important
log entries using keywords. The analyzer uses only the
entries produced during the current execution of the
test case by building the delta of the log file before
and after the test execution. It processes the detected
log entries and based on a predefined list of weighted
critical keywords returns the probability by combining the
number of keywords and the associated weight.
CPU load analyzer: This analyzer monitors the CPU load of
the processes in the SUT to detect heavy load during/after
executing a test which could indicate a Denial of Service
(DoS) attack.
Memory analyzer: This analyzer monitors the size of the
allocated memory of the processes in the SUT to detect
changes during/after executing a test case.
V.

D ISCUSSION

A PPLYING
A PPROACH

OF

THE I MPLEMENTED

As a proof of concept the proposed approach is applied
and the results are discussed in this section. First, we used
the approach to test a common security benchmark for web
application security testing tools. This ensures a possible
comparison with other security test approaches. The second
test target is phpBB, a commonly used bulletin board web
application with known vulnerabilities in previous versions.

This section contains illustrations (see Figure 3 and Figure
4) of the two-dimensional array of neurons of the SOM. Every
square represents a neuron with its weight vector. The shaded
areas describe the frequency of input behavior metric vectors,
projected onto this neuron. The pie-charts on some of the
squares represent the distribution of the learning and security
test cases in the SOM. The numbers of learned behavior metric
vectors are shown as light gray pie-charts. Dark gray pie-charts
represent the number of behavior metric vectors gained by
observing the system during security test execution.
A. Security Test Tool Benchmark
As a benchmark, we used wavsep3 which was also used
for a published security test tool evaluation4. The benchmark
has several variations of SQL injection and Cross Site Scripting
(XSS) vulnerabilities. Additionally, a category with web pages
is available which has no vulnerabilities to measure the number
of tests which generate false-positive errors.
We compared single tools used in the published evaluation
with results of our approach. Several evaluated tools found all
expected vulnerabilities of the presented benchmark, so did our
approach. sqlmap5 or Wapiti6 , two open source security testing
tools, also found all available vulnerabilities of the benchmark.
However, after a detailed analysis we found limitations of other
approaches which can be overcome if the expected behavior is
learned before the test execution. Figure 3(a) presents results
of our approach for the first SQL injection benchmark case.
The vulnerability can easily be exploited using a pattern
like ’ OR ’x’=’x. In the left top corner of Figure 3(a)
the behavior after a successful exploit is located and this
position is in the cluster of detected security errors. sqlmap and
Wapiti did not detect the successful exploit using this pattern,
because the expected response after a successful exploit is not
known. However, both detected the error using other attack
vectors. Nevertheless, if other attack vectors are filtered the
vulnerability will not be detected.
In the category with no vulnerabilities of the benchmark,
several false-positive detected errors are reported by our
approach. However, a returned HTTP 500 code should be
reported as error. Other tools like sqlmap report a warning
if such a return code occurs. Both, a reported vulnerability as
well as a warning have finally to be validated by a human and,
therefore, cause the same manual overhead.
We extended the benchmark with a functionality which
performs input validation but has a security vulnerability
therein. The tools sqlmap and Wapiti did not detect the
vulnerability, although according to the previously mentioned
security test tool evaluation7 both tools found all SQL injection
vulnerabilities. Our presented approach did, however, find it.
The representation of the SOM for this case is shown in
Figure 3(b). All three test cases which injected the proper SQL
statement for a successful exploit are located in the cluster (left
bottom corner) with the security errors.
3 http://code.google.com/p/wavsep/
4 http://sectooladdict.blogspot.co.il/2012/07/2012-web-application-scannerbenchmark.html
5 http://sqlmap.org/
6 http://wapiti.sourceforge.net/
7 See Footnote 4

(a) Applying the presented approach (b) Detection of the vulnerability of
to the wavsep benchmark with a SQL the extended benchmark
Injection vulnerability

(a) Security testing phpBB SQL In- (b) Security testing phpBB Cross Site
jection vulnerability
Scripting vulnerability

Fig. 3. System behavior model with distribution of learning and security
test cases based on example execution of the prototype implementation of the
approach against the described wavsep benchmark

B. Bulletin Board phpBB
Moreover, for the proof of concept, the bulletin board
software phpBB8 was used as SUT. Earlier versions of this
tool contain known security vulnerabilities which qualify the
software for automated security tests. We use it to verify
the successful detection of the known vulnerabilities by the
automated approach.
The known vulnerabilities of phpBB in the specific earlier
versions are a SQL Injection vulnerability (see OSVDB ID:
42589) and a stored XSS vulnerability (see OSVDB ID:
253210). The former allows an attacker to inject arbitrary SQL
code, the latter allows the storage of unverified JavaScript code.
The results of the learning and security test execution
within the proof of concept test setup are visualized in Figure
4.
In Figure 4(a) the behavior of the system, when confronted
with learning cases based on functional test data, is represented
by clusters of the behavior metric vectors on the left side of
the map. Even some of the security test cases yield a similar
behavior as the learned behavior of the SUT. However, the
majority of the security test cases lead to a behavior with
a great distance to the clusters with the learned expected
behavior. The vectors of behavior metrics observed using these
security test cases build a cluster which is located on the right
side of the map. Of interest are also the two fields (6C and
7D) that contain dark pie-charts which means security failures.
They could represent behavior from security test cases that are
either outliers or called on an unexpected behavior on the SUT.
In fact, the security test cases of both fields are successfully
executed timeout-based blind injections that caused a highly
increased response time.
In Figure 4(b) the system behavior model of a functionality
of phpBB is presented which contains a XSS vulnerability. In
field 1C the security failure was detected, because no learning
samples are assigned to this cluster. The security test cases of
the assigned system behavior resulted in a successful storage
of valid JavaScript code, and, therefore, a successfully detected
8 http://www.phpbb.com/
9 http://www.osvdb.org/show/osvdb/4258
10 http://www.osvdb.org/show/osvdb/2532

(c) Similar to Figure 4(b) but with (d) Weak learning cycle for a function
improved learning cycle with more without security vulnerability
learning samples
Fig. 4. System behavior model with distribution of learning and security
test cases based on example execution of the prototype implementation of the
approach against the described phpBB application

XSS vulnerability. The majority of the map is covered by the
expected behavior of the SUT as can be seen by the assigned
learning cases (light gray areas in the pie-charts). Some falsepositive detected security failures are also located in this area.
Figure 4(c) shows the same test execution but with an improved
learning cycle. The false-positive detected security failures can
consequently be avoided with a better learning cycle. The
security failure was detected and is shown in field 4C. The
dark pie-chart at field 1G of Figure 4(b) and in Figure 4(c)
accordingly, is a false-positive result. Further investigation of
the according security test cases showed that the field contains
security test cases that resulted in an unexpected large response
behavior, in particular a different page of the website was
returned by the SUT which is not a security failure.
The quality of the model is based on a thorough learning
cycle with reliable learning samples (quality and quantity of
the samples). Figure 4(d) presents a result generated with a
bad learning cycle by using too little and incomprehensive
learning data. Many fields contain dark pie-charts which indicate possible security failures. However, the tested function did
not contain vulnerabilities and, therefore, the reported security
failures are false-positives. The uniform distribution of the
learning and security test cases on the map is given, because
no divergence in the system behavior between learning and
security test cases occurs.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

AND

F URTHER W ORK

The presented approach shows the automated detection of
security errors during security test execution. An automatically

generated system behavior model is used which is built using
the system behavior observed during execution of functional
test cases and an unsupervised learning algorithm. With the
expected behavior from the system behavior model during
penetration with simulated attacks, unknown and unexpected
behavior of the SUT and, therefore, security failures can be
detected.
We discussed the architecture for our approach and showed
a prototype implementation which was used for security testing
of a SUT. Several behavior metrics were used by the prototype
to determine the final security test result based on the trained
SOM. For the tested SUT the previously known security vulnerabilities could be automatically identified by the presented
approach. We discussed further problem cases and could show
the importance of thorough functional test cases to reduce the
number of false-positive security failure reports.
The required effort of manual evaluation of false-positive
detected security failures can be reduced by using the generated clusters of our approach. Only a single representative of
a cluster has to be analyzed to verify similar SUT behavior
and, therefore, different security test cases.
For the learning process the usage of supervised learning
through functional test cases might be a valid approach to
achieve a better trained model in future work because functional tests have defined expected behavior. However, for the
usage in security testing not all useful system behavior metrics
are defined for the functional test cases. For example, most
of the time it is not defined in which range the CPU load
is expected which is one useful metric for detecting security
vulnerabilities. Evaluation of machine learning and clustering
algorithms is required as future work to find the best algorithm
for the presented problem.
With the presented approach automated test execution
can be optimized by increasing the error detection rate and
reducing the number of false-positive detected errors.
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